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MEASURABILITY OF NORM PROVED BY HAAR FUNCTIONS

H. C. FINLAYSON

ABSTRACT. A proof is given of the measurability of the supremum norm on

Wiener space.

Classical Wiener measure is obtained by Gross [4] as a special case of

his theorem on measurable norms on separable real Hilbert spaces.  In this

case the Hilbert space C   is the space of absolutely continuous functions on

the unit interval which vanish at 0  and which have square integrable first

derivative.  The inner product of two such functions is the integral of the

product of their derivatives and it is the supremum norm which is shown to be

measurable.  Gross uses his theorem on limits of measurable seminorms to

prove this.  However, since the definition of a measurable norm involves

only the estimate of certain finite dimensional Lebesgue integrals, the short

computational proof of this note may be of interest.

The completion  C of C    with the supremum norm is the space on which

classical Wiener measure is defined.  If \h (s)\ is the set of Haar functions

normalized to be right continuous and to vanish at 1, then

{b,U)=/>.(s)^|

is chosen as an orthonormal basis of C .  To say that  JB (t)\ is a basis for

C    means of course that

(lB'At)B'it)dt = 8...
JO     ' 1 ']

The reason for the Haar functions being useful may be that  {B it)\ is also

a Schauder basis for C.   In fact [3, p. 67] for any x £ C

oo

(1) *it) = '£,f*h.te)Ms)B.(t)
7=1

in the uniform topology on C.

An indexing property of the Haar functions will be recalled.  That is,

there is a natural double indexing

a^is),    a^is),        «=0, 1, 2, ..., k= 1, 2, ..., 2".
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Similarly the  B 's  can be given a double indexing f3     .  It will be convenient

to speak of "the nth cycle of Haar functions" (or their integrals) by which

is meant {o£fe): k = 1, 2, ..., 2"! (similar for /3's). Now if P{lk)(x) is de-

fined on C   by

P(k)(x)= rlxAs)oSk)(s)ds
n JO "

then from (1) it follows that for each x £ C

oo       2n

x(t) = P00)(x)/300)(/) + £ Z Pnk\x)fi^\t)
7!=l/fe=l

in the uniform topology on C.   Also, with the single indexing now used for the Haar

functions, it is easy to see that to prove that the supremum norm is a measurable

norm on C' it suffices to establish the following lemma.   (An obvious slight modi-

fication of the proof shows that for any a £ (0, ]/2) the Lip a norm on C   is

measurable.)

Lemma.  Let  \B it)\ be as above.   For ( > 0 there exists N > 0 such

that

[l/v/2^m]/(/ + l)fexP[-(x2 + ...+ x2k+l)/2]dxk ... dxk+l> 1-e    if k > N

where

S = Hx , ..., xk + l):     sup     £ x.Bf(r)  <fV.

( «[0.1]  i=k ,

Proof.  If Bk(l) and Bk+l(l) are both in the nth cycle then

k+l

sup      T x Bit)   <(l/2^2")     max    \x\.
40,1]   i=k k<!<k + l

If B At) and B, + ,(t) are in the nth and  (n + q)th  cycle respectively then

k+l n+q

sup   x xiBi^) < Z    max   Kl/2v^7-
fc[0.1]    i=lfe y=„   "«th cycle

Let K = %\/2(l - l/\/2) and restrict max. . ,       ,   Ix.l  by
v ;e;th cycle I   71      '

max      |x .|/2\/2y <(/2^2'K,
7'ej'th cycle

i.e. max,-eythcycieK-| <\f2'f/K'   This restriction implies

SUP    £ ^,-Bj.O) < t

which defines the set over which the integral is to be estimated. Thus for

Bk(t) and Bk+l(t) in the wth and (n + q)th cycle respectively the integral

is greater than
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1    f   7.4/zn+o ,„ ~\2"+P

nhj;2      l'Kexvi-u2/2)duNTv\

= nj1_2[i-«J(v/2',+VK)]!2"+P.
p=0

(<£  is the normal distribution function, cf. e.g. [2].) This product is greater

than  ITj=0 (1 - «„+p)2"+P where

a. = 2K exp(-v'2,f2/2K2)/(V2^fv'27').

But it is clear that 2°°_0 2'« . < °c  so that  El°10(1 - a.)      converges and thus

X ->"+Pnu-w   >i-<
p=o

for all sufficiently large n.   The proof is complete.

It does not seem easy to establish the convergence of the infinite

product if, for instance, the sines, cosines of Legendre polynomials are

used in place of the Haar functions.

Ciesielski [l] has also used the Haar functions in connection with

Wiener type measures.
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